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"The Secrets To Planning A Money Making Seminar!" Get the notebook paper out. Buy some binders and

some dividers; pens and pencils with great erasers. You've got a big job ahead of you. And if you plan on

carrying it off as a big success while impressing your boss and/or peers, you're going to need to get down

and dirty in the trenches. Do you know what your first plan of action is? Do you have someone who is

going to share all the little known, often overlooked details that you'll be held responsible for if they're not

taken care of? For someone who's never put together their own seminar, the job can seem overwhelming.

And in truth, without the proper advice from an experienced voice, the job is really too much for any single

man or woman. The first step any event organizer should take when planning a seminar, is to research

and find advice from someone who has done it before. Someone who can share all the nitty gritty. Lucky

for you - you can now find all the important but sometimes hard to foresee details for setting up your first

conference or seminar written down in one expert course. One special tell-all course that will walk you

through the process of making sure your event goes off without a hitch. What's this course that you must

get your hands on? It's called... "Hot Profit Seminars" So you've never been in charge of a seminar

before? Are you nervous yet? If you've started working on the paperwork yet, I bet you've noticed the

enormous task that is ahead of you. And if when I say the word "paperwork," and you ask "what

paperwork...?" ...then you've got an even bigger challenge ahead of you. Knowing all the small and often

overlooked details involved with running a successful conference or seminar is near impossible. Near

impossible if you don't have experience on your side. The best way to alert yourself to the coming

situations, problems, and conflicts that are bound to happen in only a short time... ...is to track down some

solid information that will warn you of impending disasters before they happen. When you're the one

they'll hold responsible, it's best not to hold back when getting prepared! "You Don't Have To Be An

Expert Manager To Pull Off A Successful Seminar!" Not anyone can pull off a successful seminar. It takes
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a person with drive and initiative - that not everyone has. But NO ONE can pull off a conference or

seminar without some solid advice from someone who knows all the intricate details that you'll be held

responsible for. My course, "Hot Profit Seminars", is your expert sharing with you 1 on 1 all the details

you need to know. Now you'll receive the heads up on situations before they arise with my thoroughly

researched guide that you can download straight to your computer. It's packed with information you'll find

a way to use right away. In fact... ...here is just SOME of the information you will find inside: The one

priceless tool you can use to plan your conference. How to make a checklist to keep your seminar from

becoming an unorganized mess. How to put together a committee that will transform a big task into

several easily managed areas. How to create a mini-hierarchy inside your committee to take some of the

stress off of you - the head honcho. What expert managers do when they need to make sure their

committee is doing the best job possible. 8 steps to follow when setting up your budget. 4 ways to get

local organizations to donate to your conference. 5 ways to keep costs down at your seminar. How to

handle RSVP's that don't make it in when the guests do. How to create a timeline that works and won't

leave you cramming to get work done at the end. With examples! 3 factors to consider when deciding

how large your conference can be. 9 factors to consider when planning a video conference. 6 tips for

recording a professional video conference. 4 keys to making your seminar work. 3 things expert seminar

hosts will do to increase the number of people who decide to invest. The little known secret about how far

in advance you should announce your seminar. How to realistically figure the number of people who will

attend your seminar. 4 reasons to consider charging a fee for your seminar. The insider's secret to using

the Event Title to increase attendance. How to boost attendance with marketing partners. 17 "Quick Tips"

for hosting a successful seminar. 16 things conference or seminar attendees expect from you. 10

mistakes to avoid when planning your conference or seminar. 25 tips, tricks, and tactics for getting the

most seats filled for your conference or seminar possible. And there's MUCH more - guaranteed! Nobody

shows up for your seminar? Maybe you didn't know that you sent your announcements WAY too early.

But this course would have told you all you need to know to make sure you let the world know about your

event at just the right time for the best response possible. My expert course will help you from day 1. I'll

show you how to make checklists that will keep you organized and make sure no detail is forgotten. I'll

have you creating timelines that will keep you stress free and organized, along with the rest of your

conference committee. (I'll show you to set one those up too - and even how to set up an efficient



hierarchy to ease the burden on you.) A wise man learns from another's mistakes. You can learn from

60+ pages of my research, experience, and mistakes - written down in an easy to read format. Ready for

you to sit down and tear through all the important information you'll need to know.Or else. It took me

countless, innumerable hours to gain the experience able to write this 60+ page expert guide. And yet

you can get your hands on the pages that look within my brain and "steal" my knowledge for your eyes

only - and for only $17. And if you make the decision to get my expert course right now, it will ensure that

your first conference or seminar will go off without a hitch. I'm Even Going To Throw In My Secret

Seminar Workbook That Will Put You On The Right Track To Having A Successful and Profitable

Seminar At NO Extra Charge! Are you ready to dive in and take on this challenge? Then click the order

button below and for only $17 you could be holding the next "big seminar"!
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